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infernax is a free online action game where your goal is to save the world from an ancient, evil curse. your only
way to complete this is by defeating your enemies, bosses and completing the level. the game contains lots of
weapons and items to help you on your way. you can do this by accumulating experience points during a round
of play. once you've beaten the game, you can replay the level as a new character in the same overall objective
to earn more experience points. infernax is a pay to play game. please check out our link for more details on the
game. also make sure to check out our reviews page . this is the demo for infernax, you can download this game
for free and try it out for 10 minutes. you must be 18 years old or older to download this game, if you are under

18 please download this game from someone else. description: infernax is a single-player action adventure
game developed by xix.xxx and published by pauselabs limited. the game received a favorable rating of 4/5 on
gamespot. it is worth mentioning that this is the demo for infernax, you can download this game for free and try

it out for 10 minutes. you must be 18 years old or older to download this game, if you are under 18 please
download this game from someone else. we always try to make sure that price displayed in our comparison is
assigned to the correct regions. however, some shops dont share information regarding regional locks in their
product feeds and that can lead to some very occasional mistakes. before you buy infernax, please check the

store page for any information about activation restrictions in your region. if you notice any product assigned to
incorrect region on gg.deals, contact us and we will correct the listing as soon as possible.
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the more you play, the more the diverse enemies
come at you. this variety is perhaps the other

positive thing about infernax. if you run into a tank,
that's it, you're done. if you run into some weird

thing with a spider face on it and a bunch of
tentacles that shoot fire out of its head, that's it,
you're done. there's no way around it. infernax

really plays like this. eschewing platform games in
favor of what they see as more interesting shooter
designs, they've come up with a title that's more
about exploration than action. that means that

infernax is a lot more about the atmosphere and
experience than the fast-paced action of the genre.
you're searching for signs of the supernatural in the
dusty backwoods of a strange land. you eventually
stumble upon ancient instruments that allow you to
unleash dark forces. these forces, all 90 levels long,

are ineluctable. the developers have taken great
care to wrap the game in a thick atmosphere. the

muted, flickering displays lighten up at a few turns,
revealing a flurry of enemy after another. instead of

making monsters appear from the side of the
screen, most enemies are stationary and you must
approach to attack. you can even attack in the air

and while hanging from a pole and engage in some
new challenges. infernax is very challenging, but
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the difficulty curve is one of the things that first got
players hooked on infernax's acclaimed

predecessor, berzerk. the game's "day" clock is also
ticking, as you must successfully escape from each

hour before the next turns into the enemy-
saturated night, a scenario that parallels our own
lives. if you die, it's game over, and you'll have to

start from the beginning. if that doesn't sound like a
fun way to play a game, i don't know what is.
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